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Faculty fuming over executives’ pay raise
By Edu in Acevedo
Daily start writer
California State University. executives
got raises Irom 15 percent to 43 percent
at the start of the year. Faculty members
only got a 4.14 percent raise.
And the faculty is mad.
Faculty leader. also are upset that
(’St I Truswes approved the raises while
in closed session. said Joan FAIelstein,
president ol the SJSU chapter of the
California Faculty Association.
The salary of the 20 CSU presidents.
including SJSU President Gail Fullerton. will jump to 1130,000. Salaries
of presidents vary, but are around the
S112,851 Fullerton made last year. Fullerton was unavailihle for comment.
The largest increase went to CSU
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds. who
went from $136,248 to $195.01410. about
a 43 percent increase.
The pay range for a lecturer at SJSU
after the 4.8 percent increase, is between $23,417 to ¶58.452, according to
the payroll department.
Terry Francke, legal counsel for the
California Newspaper Publishers Association. said that the Bagley -Keene Act,

Cull Fullerton
ger% whir% In, tem.,
a state open meetings law that regulates
CSU trustees meetings. might have
been violated. However, he stressed
that he did not have first-hand information on the specifics of the meeting.
"What is surpnsing, to me at any
rate, is that a process like this could he
going on without the knowledge of the
faculty association... Frani:kr said.
"It could he explained by (the faculty

association’ not being on the hall and
not being on top of things. It also could
he explained because of secrecy thy the
hoard) deliberately keeping everyone
unaware of what is going on One scenario is completely innocent. The other
has problems."
According to section 11126 of the
Bagky-Keene Act. however. governing
bodies of state hoards may hold closed
sessions with its representatives at any.
which relate to "salaries, salary
schedules, or compensation paid in the
I ot) of fringe benefits
Francke could not he reached for turther comment to address section 11126.
The raises were approved Oct. 31
and Nov I at the CSU system headquarters in Long Beach.
The board approved the increases to
"bring equity to the salary structure of
the administrators." said Anne Ambrose. spokeswoman for the CM I.
The minutes of the closed session
meeting were not published with the
agenda of the last meeting. held Jan. 9
and 10. The minutes of closed meetings
are usually published with the agenda of
the following meeting. Ambrose said.

But approving the raises during a
closed meeting is "unacceptable" and
’doesn’t meet the ethical and moral
standards’. of the hoard. Edelstein said.
"I’m already getting letters from
members of the faculty to the Board of
Trustees expressing their dismay,"
Edelstein said. "The problem is. if CFA
takes action and thc raises are rescinded. the Board could still (hold
public meeting’. and get their raises.
The last time a study was done to Jett:Milne administrative salaries was in
19134. and the board apprii%ed this wage
upgrade to make top C’St.I jobs more
competitive with those of other institutions, Ambrose said.
Other (’SU executives receiving
list’s are Herbert Carter, executive vice
chancellor, whose salary increased from
SI 18,974 to 5150,1100. and five other
%ice chancellors, with salary increases
from $117,000 m1,145.000.
The CFA negotiates its salaries u nit
the CSU hoard, while the executives,
since they are not represented by a
union, study what other executives
make to determine salary increases.
"Periodically... Ambrose said. "the

’I’m already getting letters from members of
the faculty to the Board of Trustees expressing
their dismay. The problem is, if CFA takes
action and the raises are rescinded, the Board
could still (hold a) public meeting and get
their raises.’
---Joan Edelstein,
SJSU CFA chapter president

chancellor’s office esamines the current
salaries and the stall people report to the
chancellor. It hadn’t been done in five
years."
Bev Wailer, who represents the technicians and organized the support staff
last year after merit salaries weren’t
paid. called the rakes ’’obscene.’’
"It’s odd that they could get such
hefty raises and they couldn’t give merit
salaries to the support staff last year."

Special
bus line
extended

Controversial bike
regulations in effect
By Jill McLaughlin
Daily staff writer
Pedaling through campus while weaving in and out of the way of fellow students
is no longer an exercise SJSU students and
staff can legally enjoy.
Riding a bicycle. unicycle, skateboard or mllerskating through campus is
now officially illegal. Anyone caught riding through campus will be pulled over and
issued a citation that could cost as much as
$20.
The warning signs are up and the bike
racks are in place. signifying the beginning
of the enforcement of restrictions passed in
the fall, according to Richard A. Staley.
Public Safety Information Officer for the
University Police Department.
Although the signs have been up for
more than a week, no one has yet been
cited. However. Staley said he does expect
that when classes begin, people will be
cited.
A president’s directive, passed late in
September 1989, restricted the riding of bicycles. unicycles. skateboards and rollerskates on campus grounds. The policy
will be enforced 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
The new restrictions could not be enforced until sufficient warning signs were
posted around the campus and until hike
racks were moved, the policy stated.
Bicycles and unicycles are permitted
on streets surrounding the campus and on
Seventh and Ninth streets within the campus perimeter. Skateboards and mllerskates
cannot be ridden anywhere on or around
campus.

The UPD did a survey, according to
Staley. and found that the racks the university had were not full. However. he said if
it becomes apparent to the department that
more racks and hike lockers are needed, it
will buy more.
The campus restrictions on skateboards and n)llerskates are only an extension of the measures that the City of San
Jose has already adopted. Staley said.
Walking on campus with any of the
vehicles is allowed. Staley said. adding.
"You’re not going to he busted with a
skateboard under your arm."
According to the restriction policy.
the main purpose is to reduce the risk of injury to pedestrians because of the potential
dangers that bicycles and skateboards pose.
More than one collision occured last semester involving a pedestrian and a bicycle
rider.
"The University still encourages bicycle riding as an alternative means of
transportation." Staley said, adding that a
great deal of access exists for riders around
the campus.
Opposition to the new restrictions still
exists within the student body. Last December. student Yurik Riegle presented the
Associated Students with a petition signed
by 2,100 students asking for changes in the
policy.
In an interview last December. Riegle
said he disagreed with the fact that hikes
were restricted 24 hours a day instead of
just the peak hours. He also was asking the
A.S. to cut all bike-parking restrictions
from the policy and to add a "reckless
driving clause." he said.

Also, any bicycle found illegally
parked on a tree or post and not in the official hike racks will be impounded and the
owner will have to pay a $5 fee to recover
the bike.
Illegally parked "bicycles present a
hazard to anybody walking on campus at
night. for example." Staley said.

Riegle was offered a seat on a subcommittee to discuss the changes.
Staley has not heard of any changes
being made at this point, adding that if
changes in the policy do occur. the UPD
will enforce them. But, for now, the policy
stands and the officers will he handing out
citations.

NO BICYCLE
RIDING
BEYOND
THIS 20INT

Mary Morello Daily staff

SJSU Traffic and Parking employees Doug Simmons, left, and Rick Rickard, right, put the fin.

"We are still waiting for the state
controller’s office and the State Office
of Real Estate Services to make the purchase for us." said Jim Hill, SJSU purchasing director.
"By Feb. 2 the building will belong
to the state of California," Hill said.
Because SJSU can’t buy property on
its own, the state will buy the quarteracre lot at 10th and San Fernando
Streets and then transfer the land over to
the university.
The California State University has
made $1.1 million available for SJSU to
go toward the purchase of the lot.
according to Hill. Because the university has already spent ¶70,0I14) for the
removal of asbestos in the building, that

Os.

By Mike de Giv e
Daily staff writer
Bus service between Santa Cruz
County and downtown San Jose, which
began after the Oct. 17 earthquake. will
continue at least through the end of
March and may become permaient.
The Santa Clara County Road of Supervisors voted unanimously Jaa. 16 to
continue the county subsidized service
over Highway 17 that has earned about
7,000 commuters over the hill since
Nov. 25. Representatives from Santa
Cruz Metro present at the meeting supported the plan.
The service, used last semester by
SJSU students and instructors commuting over Highway 17, was to end Jan.
15 after the state of emergency was officially over.
But several complaints about the
service of Peerless Stages Inc.. which
claims exclusive rights to the route,
prompted supervisors to continue the
bus routes and to look for an alternative.
"Our intentions are to keep it permanent," said Rod Dindon, chair of the
Santa Clara County Transit District and
a member of the hoard of supervisors.
Only a decrease in ridership or legal action by Peerless would end the county
service, he added.
Alexis Gaeta. manager of Peerless
Stages Inc. in San Jose, said that the
company is still negotiating with the
county to settle the situation, but she
would not say whether the company intended to sue. Peerless has had exclusive rights to the line for 70 years.
But Supervisor Zoe Lolgren disagrees that the bus company’s claim to
the route is valid.
"They claim they do have exclusive
rights (but) we don’t believe they do,"
she said.
Dindon said the two counties intend
to run the bus routes themselves, hut
See BUS. page 7

SJSU football player
charged with theft

:mount will be subtracted from the’51 1
million.

Linebacker arrested;
Case to be reviewed

The kind is currently owned by Spartan Shops Inc. Spartan Shops bought
the lot last October, after a judge ordered the land to he sold by Nov. 9 or
he turned over to creditors.
At the time of the ruling, the university did not have enough funds to make
the purchase. Therefore, the university
asked Spartan Shops to buy it, using
some $1.1 million of their (Spartan
Shops) reserve funds. Spartan Shops
has been holding the lot for the university until state funds were made available. At that time. Spartan Shops would
sell the land to the university.
"Any day now we are expecting the
controller’s office to present a check to
Spartan Shops for us.’ said Hill.
Early plans had the University Police
Department moving into the new buildSee Church. page 7

photographer

ishing touches on the new hike and skateboard
signs on campus a week before school opened.

Church near campus
provides needed space
By Aldo Maragoni
Daily stall writer
The only piece of land in the SJSU
campus area that is not owned by the
university should belong to the school
by early February.

she said.
"It’s interesting. said journalism
professor James Noah "When I first
came here in 1964. the deans made
percent more than the profs. the .
president made five percent more Iii
the deans and the president made five
percent more than the vice president.
There was a 15 percent difference between the deans and the president. It’s
neatly different now."

Shannon Slamon

Daily staff photographer

’flu’ 1111iNursit has already spent $70,000 for the re
the church on 111(11 and San Fernando Street lu 5.151.

al of asbestos in

By Harry WI.
Daily staff writer
Charges of pelt) 11101 and po,ession
of stolen property against an SJSt ’ football player have been submitted by the
University Police Department to the
Santa Clara District Attorney for review.
Everett Lampkins, an All -Big West
Conference linebacker, was arrested
Dec. II in front ()I’ the Student Union
Recreation and Events Center with a
hike that was reported stolen. Arrested
with lampkins was Karl K. Price, a
non -student and former teammate of
Lampkins at Bakersfield Junior College.
"It’s been submitted to the district attomey’s oilier and it’s up to them
whether to prosecute or not." said Richard Staley, public safety inhinnat nun of-

The district allornes ’s of lice has not
reviessed the case yet and no decision
has been made on whether to pursue the
case, according to Deputy District Attorney Mike Adams.
The arrests resulted From a report by
two Allen Hall residents that their hikes
had been stolen on Dec. I I. The students saw two hikes that resembled
tlwirs chained to a third hike in front of
the Rec Center later that day.

They reported it to UPI) and officers
staked out the hikes and made the arrests when the suspects unchained the
hikes.
Robert A. Blackmon, another mem
her of the of the SJSLI fisaball team,
was detained but released. The hike he
was on was ma repined stolen,
aimpkins and Price were booked into
Santa Clara County Jail and released on
their own recognizance, according to
jail records.
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Other Viewpoints

Spartan Daily
Oaklimil Tribune
Family planning bill
By. an overwhelming 95-13 vote. the Legislature
has let Gov Drukinenan know that the majority of Cidifornians believe family planning is a state -supported
serv ice worth keeping A13-99. the hill that would restore 520 million in much -needed funding to the state
Office of Family Planning deserves the governor’s signature.
Researchers have concluded that every. SI spent on
family planning saves the state more than S 12 in related
%en ices If the recipient is a Medi-Cal heneliciary, the
sax ings jump to S17.
Deukmejian should show concern for these poor
women, a% well as the poor men and children who also
benefit from the low-cost medical services the clinics
provide. The governor should rethink his former criticism of the clinics and sign AB99 without delay .
i
The San Francisco Chronicle
County clout
The recent appeals court ruling that the state illegally forced counties to pick up as much as $5181 million
a year in health costs For the indigent has heartened local
health officials as well it might.
h is also a blow on behalf of county autonomy. If
the Legislature enacts, or changes, programs in such a
way as to increase county costs, then it should mmd
money along with the new law. There is a law to im
effect, hut costs can he veiled and indirect.
The state is. of course, in a hind on current budget
hinds, and this case has far to go before final resolution.
But we approve of the basic thrust behind the decision.
The counties should have a say when bigger hills or the
need for increased services are passed along to them
from on high in Sacramento.
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Trustee board
too generous
h.,en budget is going to be fight for the (’akI niversav system. Gov. Deukmejian told
st ; administrators. Ka apparently they didn’t get the
iiessage.
During a closed session of the CSU Board of
oistees more than two ’tombs ago. administrators
\ wed themselves hefty pay raises, ranging fnim 15 perent to 43 percent. However. CSU executives agreed to
tally a 4.8 percent pay increase for faculty members during their contract negotiations finalized last December.
The California Faculty Association, as well as
other faculty and stall unions, must negotiate with the
CSI’tii receive a pay increase.
The administrators answer only to themselves.
which is evident hy their decision to give themselves
1110re iliiiney 0 the tune of half a million dollars.
The CSU rationalized their pay increase by stating
that they were necessary to stay competitive with other
iflstiliiti.ins
In a lean budget year, a 4.8 percent increase is justifiable. A 43 percent increase is preposterous. CSU faculty members should not stand for it.
They were duped into believing they were receiving a fair increase while the executives had approved
salary increases that were at least three times as much as
those tor faculty memhers.
Because the decision to increase administrators’
salaries was made behind closed doors. CFA members
were given no opponunity to protest. Minutes were also
not available ai the following meeting held in January.
Whether this was an intentional MOW on the pan
01 ( ’SI ’ administrator,, to keep the meeting or the pay increases a secret from people can’t he known. But it is
unacceptable that minutes were not available for the
nest meeting, held three months later.
In reports concerning the pay raises. Anne Ambrose, a spokeswoman for the CSt said it allowed the
increases to make the jobs more competitive with those
of "other institutions.- Nowhere in the reports does ii
state what these other institutions are.
Is the CS1.1 comparing itself to corporations or to
private universities’? What is a comparable job to CSU
administrators’?
If administrators are comparing themselves to private institutions, it’s ridiculous. As state institutions.
CSU campuses have to rely on the state budget when
they are in need of monies. At private campuses such
schools rely on private grants and donations
not normally given to CSU campuses. And if they are, the
grants are nowhere near the same amount.
CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds commented at
the board’s last meeting that the budget Gov. Deukmejian submitted for operating costs of the CSU was "disappointing.- In addition. Reynolds also said that it was
going to be a -very lean budget year for the CSU.’’
CSC administrators obviously didn’t feel obligated
to hold off on such extravagant pay increases and concentrate on helping the 20 campuses in the system.
111.1

Other Viewpoints
The San I mis Obispo County Telegram -Tribune
on the McMartin case
The whole question of child abuse an enommus
been poisoned and
problem in this country has
warped out of focus by a verdict that inevitably will
hover over future cases.
As a member t if the jury said: "Everybody lost
something.’’
The central problem, it seems to us, lies with the
prosecution. Who else is there to blame when members
of the jury say they believe that. yes. children were
abused at the MeManin preschool. but that they could
not return a single guilty verdict on the basis of the evidence put before them?
If children were not abused by the two defendants,
Peggy. McMartin Buckey and her son, Ray, they have
been abused by the California judicial system.
There is something very wrong with a system that
allows a preliminary hearing to last a year and a half;
that allows a trial to drag on for close to three years: that
keeps a defendant in jail for five years. that allows a
child to he on the witness stand for 16 days.
Lawyers, judges, legislators and the public at large
all should ask that reforms he considered.
Nor is the end in sight. Peggy McMartin has announced she plans to sue. And while 52 counts resulted
in a not guilty verdict by the jury. 13 others produced a
deadlock, meaning they could, if the prosecution
chooses, he the basis for still another trial.
Among other things, there is a serious question as
to how large a role psychologists would be permitted to
play in a case involving children. Several of the jurors
charged that the testimony of the children was made less
’credible because psychologists were allowed to. in effect. coai:h them.
’the only heroes are the members of the jury. In
post-trial interviews. they showed themselves to be honest, objective and dedicated.
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Letters to the Editor

Philosophy enriches life
Editor,
PhiOne of the most memorable classes at SJSt
losophy 104. philosophy of Asia. This class studies the
fundamental ideas of Taoism, Buddhism, Confucianism. Hinduism. and Zen.
Studying Asian philosophy has opened a new
world for me. I has e learned to appreciate life more
fully fin- through Philosophy 104 you can learn to apply
wisdom to one’s file. I have learned the richness iii he
Hindu mind through the Baghavad Gita. Through Buddhism, I know how to reach enlightenment. And with
Confucianism and Taoism. I have. learned about humanism and the coexistence with nature. Philosophy 1114 has
given me a new perspective where I now have further
meaning and balance in my personal life.
Furthermore. I feel I 116m.gained another "’debt
aspect in taking this Philosophy 104 class. Now I can
understand and interact with the Asian students more effectively for I have gained knowledge of the difference
between Eastern and Western philosophy. Also, this
class would he extremely helpful even for students
thinking of working w ith companies having business activities in Asia.
Dr. Phan. who teaches the class, is an excellent instructor. He has a gift of interpreting and communicating Asian philosophy to you in an entertaining but intellectual presentations. I highly recommend this class to
students who want to gain enlightened awareness of
your existence in this universe through Asian philosophy.
Alice Matsushima
Graduate student
I .literal Studies

Trial teaches everyone lessons
Editor.
Without assuming Ray Buckey’s absolute innocence in the McMartin pre-school molestation trial.
there are many lessons to he learned by society. The
first lesson is directed to the journalists who covered the
story from the beginning.

Had they done a thorough ins estigation of the
charges, some of the hype could have been avoided.
However, they were not skeptical enough to consider
the fallacy of logic in a two-and -a-half year old entering
a cemetery and digging up a casket. The prosecution
should have considered the source of the original coinplaint: an alcoholic woman with a history of mental illness. In addition to Buckey, she also claimed that four
other men, including the child’s father and a Marine
(who allegedly defiled the family dog) had molested her
daughter.
The award for how-not-tmconduct-aminvestigation
should go to the Manhattan Beach Police Dept. For mailing out 2(8.) "confidential" letters asking parents to determine if their children had been molested at McMartin. Runner-up in this category goes to the Children’s
International Institute interviewer who asked leading
destions from the victims and became rernatically involved with the television journalist who broke the
story.
$15 million, and
Most importantly six years.
dozens of broken lives later, the public has learned that
the media can punish but not convict a suspect. Innocent
until proven guilty’? Not likely.
Steven Musil
Senior
Journalism

Letters to the Editor
The Spartan Daily wants to hear from you. The
Daily accepts letters-to-the-editor from students, faculty, and the campus community regarding topics of
public interest. Letters should include the author’s
name, major, grade level, and telephone number (not
For publication). Letters may be delivered to the Daily
newsroom in Walhquist Library North 104 or at the Student Union Information Desk.

The Press -Enterprise (of Riverside County)
on the McMartin trial
All that and the pmsecutors did not have one guilty
verdict to show for it. Not one.
This wasn’t a case. it was a statistical abstract.
Sixty-five counts. Not guilty on 52. Mistrial on 13.
Six yhears. five months since the investigation began.
Seven original defendants, reduced to two. Sevemen
months in preliminary hearings. Nearly a three-year
trial. One -hundred and twentyfour witnesses.

The Vacaville Reporter
Cable television problems
Across Solano County and across the nation, the critic,
of cable television franchises sing much the same song.
rates continue to increase, service and quality continw
to decline.
There may he more choices than ever on your
cable system, hut there are more questions than ever
about cable television and what some call its monopoly.
Cable television may need local competition. At
least that is a question posed recently by the Federal
Communications Commission, which decided to study
possible changes in rules that allow just one cable sy
tem in most communities.
The commission. in a 4-0 vote, said the study of
competition ion the cable industry was required by
"changed circumstances in the video marketplace"
since Congress passed the 1984 Cable Act.
Today’s cable systems, rather than merely
retransmitting signals of local stations, offer a wide
range of programming in their lowest -cost "basic" tier
of service. And it is no secret that cable companies are
charging more for this service...
The National Cable Television Association said it
looked forward to the new inquiry. The association said
it expected the study "will reintroduc a note of reality
into the debate over cable rates.
Li
The Union of Grass Valley
Cactus
Extinction of a species can conic in many ways loss
of habitat, disease, weather, poaching. Poaching, which
is usually associated with animals, is being blamed for
the dwindling numbers ot some species of cactus in the
southwest, including the majestic saguaro.
The saguaro cactus is probably what most people
think of when the word "cactus" is used. It has been
seen in countless cowboy movies. It also decorates more
than one Mexican restaurant. The large cactus bristles
with arms and spines.
Saguaro used to litter the southwestern landscape
like rocks. But their close identification with the mythos
of the region and their stark beauty have made them
popular landscape plants. Because prime specimens can
be sold for SI .(XX), government officials are finding it
increasingly hard to keep up with poachers.
Poachers haul truckloads of cactus out of the desert, and officials say the thieves can’t he arrested unless
caught in the act of theft.
One ecologist warned that the saguaro could be extinct in 40 years: an Arizona official predicted a large
plant could become difficult to find in five or 10 years.
Other cactus species face extinction even sooner. People
are causing the problem: only people can solve it.
El
The Fresno Bee
The Wine Commission
In 1987. the state’s vintners voted to set up a Wine commissitm to pay for wine promotion and research programs. Now, nine small premium wine pnxlucers want
more democracy in the way the commission operates.
They have a strong case.
The group ... contends the commission, dominated
by three or fiiiir large wineries, levies assessment rate,
that discriminate against premium vintners.
The rate is 1.1 percent of the value of each wIll
ery’s crush, not its volume. Since premium wine
s
ecudorp
buy r
higher-priced
grapes than do large vintner,
that make cheaper wines, the assessment for the prc.
mium producers comes to $15 a ton. compared with
$2.40 a ton for the large firms.
It’s obvious that the commission has rigged the
rules to make it a puppet of the large firms. Voting for
commission members is limited to wineries crushing at
least 100 tons a year
about 270 wineries out of 805 in
the state. For each $10,((1) assessment it pays, a winery
receives an additional vote. ...
On Jan. 29, the U.S. District Court in Sacramento
will hear motions in a suit by the dissidents to obtain the
mailing list of those who vote in commission elections
and information on what their tonnage is. ...
The commission says the information is confidential. It shouldn’t be. Fifteen or 20 years ago, when there
were only a few wineries, the industry could operate behind closed doors. Now, there are hundreds of firms.
They want access and a voice in what happens in the industry.
In a democratic society, they ought to have it.

Columns
Signed columns are written by members of the
Spartan Daily staff. They express the opinion of the
writer only and not the viewpoints of the newspaper
staff or department of journalism and mass communica
lions.
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SJSU Theatre Arts-Dance Department:
Oberlin Dance Company performance, 8
p.m., University Theatre (5th and San Fernando), Tickets: $9 (students), $10 (general
public)
TUESDAY
BASE (Black Alliance of Students and
Engineers): First General Body Meeting, 6
p m , Engineering Building (Room 4911 Call
924-3830
Inter-Organization Council: First meeting
4.30 pm,AS Council Chambers Call 9246240

SPARTAN DAILY

Ity kdain Steinhauer
Daily stall water
San Jose Mayor Tom Mcf..ner) ’No
posed the MAIM 01 a S50 million at
fordable housing fund Wednesday in his
annual State ol the City Address at Ow
San Jose Convention Center.
"We must tackle the affordable th /US
ing problem with hiah uisdom and Lre
ativity. McEnery said "As each year
passes, our housing dollars buy less and
less We must provide people uith
homes We must do it today ’
The fund would he created h) a bond
issue, McEnery said.
McEnery elaborated at a press cow
ference following the speech on how the
affordable housing fund might he used:
-It would he used tor all ol the hiss and

Tom McEnery
plo,r1,,11 (1111,Ighliqi

’We must provide
people with homes
We must do it today.’
Tom McEnery.
Mayor of San Jose
11144th:rale UN:11111C prOp:1111, NC now
;amide and also for an al t’a we hasen’t
dime much m
and
s land hank
mg
"les very imponain tti,it we use this
money right now instead mit letting the
pnce of housing and the cost of land
continue tii accelerate
Sid:wry said that a council would he

SJSU Today

sommissii flied to search he lands II, bus
with the hind
In his sperch.the mayor oho:
Announced the implementation ot
a ’ Irug action plan- and other pry),
grains tor San Jose’s youth
Promoted a plan to renovate the
Fos ’theatre on First Street and the Studio Theatre to house the San Jose Rep:
eni,r) Theatre
Announced McEnety’s support of a
bjltoi IlleiPtUrC to create a three-tem
limit 114F cm councilmembers and another that would create a parcel tax of
no more than $25 to hind the preservation ol hillsides and open spaces in San
Jose.
Announced that the city’s financial
il’s,’ ts.’ it ill KiLe grown from 52 mil-

Students will have a chance to win
one of three scholarships being offered
by the depannient.
The Marjorie Folendort Award.
named for the Los Gatos resident who
had a +ming interest in writing, has been
awarded every year for nearly five

years, according to John Polk wk. chmaii
man ot the English Depanment Scholarship Committee The scholarship was
established hv l’olendort’s hushand,
who has frequently donated money to
SJSU. according to Pollock. and is
worth 5400.
The Anne Lillis Award, established
nearly seven years ago by the family ()I
the late SJSU English student. is worth
"5:scholarship of $1011, presented in
conjunction with the Academy of

ler and garden

[he 444110C4:11 Was the law
City Address that McEnery
As the niayor of San Jose
Iwo tern’s. McEnerv will
alter this ’tear

State ot the
will deliver
is limiteLte)
least’ ottice

Mefinen said that he has no plans ill
run for higher of lice and that he plans to
stay involved in San Jose
affairs as a pnvLue citiren
"I reallv don’t have any.- Mcbien
answered when asked if he had an regrets alter his two tenns as mayor.
think I’d do it lust about the sall1C

. Communicate In Color

English scholarships offered to creative writing and poetry students
Budding writers and poets . take
note.
This semester. the SJSU English Department will he offering scholarships to
outstanding students in creative writing
and poetry.

lion in 1910 to rrtore Man 113.1 mi
in hs
ihe end ol this year.
And proposed that 53.3 million he
set aside to turd a Mexican cultural Len

American Poets, still also he olleied.
All three scholarships are open to all
currently enrolled students. graduate ik
undergraduate, who have completed 0
least 24 units of course work at Sls
Applicants are encouraged to subl,10
their applications, available in the big
fish liffice (Faculty Offices 1041. alone
with a sample of their writing. Roth po
etry and prose will he accepted. accord
Mg to Pollock.
The deadline to submit applicat
March 22, 19.40. Winners will Is
flounced in late spring.

Now At Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies!
Presentations
Displays
Charts/Graphs

Transparencies
Sales Flyers
Even Copy From Slides!

Open Early, Late, & Weekends
295-4336
310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)

kinkoss
the copy center

"When I call Mom,
she either wants
to talk art or football.
Elsually footbalr

Population in
state grows
Cahlorina

SACItANIENTO (API

is home to more than 29.1 million people. about 11.7 percent of the entire
U.S. population, as the state’s growth
rate reached a 25 -year peak. the state reported.
As of July I. 1989. the most recent
date for which figures are available.
California had 29,063.000 inhabitants.
2.6 percent more than the year before
and the greatest rate of increase slIA:e
1963-64, the state Finance Department
said Monday.
The figure is 11.1 million more than
New York. the nation’s second-most
populous state.
As of July 1. California’s population
had swelled by 23 percent since the beginning of the decade. climbing from
23.668.049.
The stan-of-the-decade figure is the
actual count of the 1980 census. All of
the later figures are estimates. The next
official census will he this coming April

Go ahead, call her up and let
her know the score.
A 10-minute coast-to-coast call,
dialed direct anytime, any day with
ART, costs less than $3.007 And
with fast connections and immediate credit for wrong numbers, how
Gil mu miss?
lir mow information on
AYR’ IDng Distance Sertte, and
products like the ARV Card, call
1 8(X) 5257955, Ext. 100.
!Add :wok able taxes and surcharws

The department also said that net migration for 1988-89 was the highest
since 1942-43. when the state lured
hundreds of thousands of people to military bases or to toil in World War II in.
dustries.

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)
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McEnery calls for affordable housing

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at no
charge Please use this form No
phoned -in items will be accepted.
Forms are available in the
Daily newsroom, Wahlquist Library North Room 104, and at the
Information Center of the Student
Union (Letters to the editor can
also be submitted at the Information Center I
The Daily’s staff members will
attempt to enter each item at least
Iwo days before the date of the
event, in addition to the day of the
event Limited space may force
reducing the number of insertions
Please fill out only one form for
each event. Daily staff members
will monitor the SpartaGuide
boxes dailyForms may be picked
up at the Spartan Daily office,
Wahlquist Library North, Room
104, or at the Student Union Information Center. No phoned -in
items will be accepted. The deadline is noon. The Daily will attempt
to enter each item a day before
the event, as well as the day of
the event
LONE
Alcoholics Anonymous: Meeting. noon,
Campus Christian Center (10th and San
Carlos Streets)
African-American Students In Mass Communications: Forward Magazine is here.
11 30 am -1 p.m . In front of Student Union
Call 723-3376.
Gaytesbian Bisexual Alliance: Welcome
Back meeting, 4-30 p m.-630 pro . S U
Guadalupe Room Call 236-2002
African Stspshoo Council: Stepshow 90
,ruing. Production meeting, 9 p.m . African -American Studies Building-DO Call
279-6712
FRIDAY
San Jose State Folk Dance Club: International folk dance class, 8 p m.-9 p.m. (teaching): 9 p.m. -10 p.m , (requests), Women’s
Gym, Spartan CVComplex, Room 89. Call
293-1302 or 287-6369

.

Jacqueline Reinhard -Arizona State EJniversity -Class Of 1991

AT&T
W The right choice.
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Women Spartans stroke into ’90s
Campus swim team hopes to begin new decade in classic style
tis Hands kohoisoti
[Loy stall writer
I lie ’,pintail NO11101
tehuilding scat
a ne% ,11. h

Troy Batiste drives to the basket during the first half of the Spartans’
65-57 victory over Idaho State. Batiste is scoring 13.9 points per game.

Spartans face New
Mexico State tonight
n.thert Mallard
writer
Fonights’s match up between the
’ Spanan basketball team and the Aggies
of Nev. Mexico State features two pro.
grams looking for respect.
But on different levels.
Skill has been recuperating front last
season’s 5-23 mark, their worst since
1971 when the team went 2-24. The
program also reached an all -tune low
and gained national recognition during
the Jan 18 ten player walk -out.
Despite New Mexico State’s 21-11
record in 198/4-89, the program’s first
70- win season in 10 years. the Aggies
were denied an NCAA tournament bid
"I thought we tilled the criteria vei
well," Aggie Head Coach Neil McCat
thy said during the Big West Media da
in Noxember.
’We had one of the toughest presea
son schedules last season.’’ he added.
The Spartans are currently 5-10 ovei
’ all and 2-4 in the Big West. New Me
leo State is 15-2 and 6-1 in the Big
West, just a half game behind UNIV.
The Aggies defeated the Runnin’ Re
lids 83-82 on Jan. 8.
The Spartans compiled a 4-5 record
during winter break.
SJSU began the recess on a high nirt
with a 75-66 victory over cross -tow n
rival Santa Clara University. Spartan
nior guard Troy Batiste scored a team
and career high 27 points in the win.
Batiste is the team’s leading score,
with a 13.9 average per game. He has
scored in double figures seven times this
season.
He was selected Big West Conk!
ence "Player-of-the -Weer after his
performances against SCU and Texas
Christian University. He scored 17
points including the teams final nine, in
s1SU’s 70-69 victory over TC11. The
wilt broke the team’s 21 -game twang
, streak
:
Batiste scored 26 points in the team’s
78-71 loss last Saturday against the t iii
sersity of Pacific.
.
The Spartan’s have already equaled
’dick win total of last season with a team
consisting of 15 new members. includ: ing three freshmen starter.
Included in these iclones was a 66. 60 upset of Cal -State Fullerton. The
tans were picked to finish fourth in sex
eral preseason Big West polls.
’We surpassed all expectations ot
everyone, including ourselves.** said
Kenne Young, one of the team’s three
seniors
On Jan. 6 the Spanans hosted then
ninth ranked UNIV. Although SJSU
lost 100-80. the loss proved that the
Spartans would not be intimidated by
and could play well against a highly
ranked team, said Young.
One of the team’s new goals is not to
play in the first round of the Big West
Tournament, which consists of the conference’s bottom four teams, said
Young.
SJSU was picked to finish last in both
the coaches* and writers’ preseason
polls. The Spartans are currently in Nes
enth place
"I had none early. said Skit has
kethall coach Stan Morrison, when referring hi his personal expectations. "I
hadn’t seen them play "
’I expect more now. We need to turn
up a notch and 1...ye 411 minutes of max mum level Intensity. ’

iiid

IleN

ha,

lubek said "It is a fantastic facility and
great recruiting tool."
The players are really happy- with
kaillubek In her first year with the
team. she has the team believing in the
rebuilding process.
Kadluhek was an assistant coach for
1115I V fiw five years. She also earned
tour varsity letters while swimming for

a
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MI

budding
11,41,C ,A1111111111).! program But slit ,C,,
thk, cciik Site ci emight
Ilincier. over the winter break, the
learn ,N.1111 to victories over U(’ Santa
(to, and Sacramento State to improve
their record to 3- 3. They leave today
for the Rebel Classic in 1.41% Vegas
"I’m really proud of the girls."
Skill se tin coach Vaune Kadluhek
said. "They have good work ethics
They are a joy hi coach. ’
The Rebel Classic is an invitational
meet with over 500 collegiate swim
mess, according to Kadluhek. MSC will
send 13 swimmers to the meet.
Leading the way for the Spartans
should he senior Katie Brennan. She
won all three of her events against UC
Santa Crur and Sacramento State. and
Kadluhek expects her to continue swimming well.
’She’s one of our leading swimmers," Kadlubek said.
Brennan specializes in the long-dislance events. She won the 1000-meter
freestyle, the 500 -free, and the 400 -Individual Medley in the last two meets
While Brennan swims for distance,
junior Nicole Hafenger prefers the
short, quick races. Over the break she
won in the 50-meter freestyle. the 100S)SI

Shannon Slamon - - Daily stall photographer

s ,Y6
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moo ticesty It, and the 100-meter bittlerfly Sophonswe Tina Spit/e. a San
Jose native. has also swam at a high
level. Kadluhek said.
Also expected to compete in the
Rebel Classic arc breaststrokers
lwata and Maria Bond lwata
swims the middle distance fieesiy I,
events
"I’m really pumped to compete.’
said lwata. "I’m bursting with energy
tins.’’
After their Feb I and Feb. 10 meet,
against Reno and Fresno St. respe..
tively the Spartans conclude the seams,
Feb 22 24 at the Big West Champion
ships. "Ibe meet, held at long Beach
State, features the conference’s top
swimmers. "It’s a good experience for
the Mum of the team." said Kadluhek
"It’s a very competitive conference.’’
Though SJSU may not win the meet
the experience should help in the pro
grain’s rebuilding process.
Another key to the rebuilding is
new swimming complex. Kadluhek
the pool is one of the largest on the
coast. That, she said, should help
the top swimmers to come to srst
-It (the pooh is rtal Isis’

yft

’She’s the hest coaLh I’ve ever
had." said luau. who has betrn swan
ming tot 12 year
’She makes us see the positive in
ourselves and makes us work hairier.
said Hood.

( U’S

CHINESE CUISINEFOOD TO -Co 1

open Daily
I 1:10am-9:00pm

*Mandarin & Stechuan Cuisine.
-Box Lunches to go
*Lunch and Dinner
*Delivery

I

iiis/

294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
ri blocks north of Santa Clara- between 3rd and 4th suevas.

Late Textbooks?
Depend on Kinko’s.
Professors, if your textbooks are late, call Kinko.s. Well
contact the publisher and, with permission, reprint the first
few chapters so your class stays on schedule.
Assistance In Acquiring Permission To Reprint Text

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT
And
High

said.
The game’s referees were not in
formed of the game’s earlier starting
time, resulting in a delayed Upon’.
"It hurt us." Young said when refer
ring to the wait. "We were ready to
play and then had to wait Mr the ret
tree. All our energy went down We
had to reinitiate it again.**
Morrison pointed out that the Spar
tans would need a greater contribution
from their post players.
’We’re not very good peremetei
shooters,’’ Morrison said.

School

Help

Students

Earn

Fast ’Ilimaround

Earn

Theirs!

kinkoss.

1-3 Units of

the copy center

Credit as a Tutor*
See

Project

Upward

Bound

#225
9 2 4 - 2 5 6 7/924 - 25 70
WLC

* l’utor

295-4336
310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)

295-5511
481 E. San Carlos St.
(Between 10th & 11th)

college -bound

once

weekly!

students
On campus !

Services may vary by location

Special Summer Programs

FRANCE
WEST AFRICA
ITALY
GREAT BRITAIN
JAPAN
ISRAEL
NEW YORK
International programs are offered for students, teachers and
working professionals. Courses include: archaeology.
architectural history, art history, ceramics, decorative arts,
drawing, fashion, fiber, metal and surface design, graphic
design, painting, and photography. Undergraduate and graduate credits are available to qualified students. For more
information, please mail the coupon below or call:
Parsons Office of Special Programs

(212) 741-8975

Parsons School of Design. Office of Special Programs
66 Fifth Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10011
Please send me a brochure on Parsons Special
Summer Programs.
Name
Address
. State

Professional Binding
No Cost ’lb Department

Quality Copies

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

City

the Rebels

Zip

"’gamin
Freshman Guard - Terry Cannon
Photo by Ran Fried

Pick -Up & Delivery

STUDENTS,
FACULTY,
STAFF...
$2 TICKETS
COMING
AT YOU
TONIGHT

Tickets are now on sale for just $2 with your student,
faculty or staff I.D. (limit 2 tickets per I.D.) Tickets
are for Thursday, January 25th game versus
NEW MEXICO STATE. Game time 7:30 PM. Tickets
available at the Surec Box Office and at the Spartan
Ticket Office. Call (408) 924-FANS for more
information.

SUNGLASSES
NIGHT
FREE SUNGLASSES WILL BE GIVEN AWAY TO THE FIRST 500 FANS AT
THE MEN’S BASKETBALL GAME ON SATURDAY, JANUARY 27TH AT
7:30 PM WHEN THE SPARTANS HOST LONG BEACH STATE. COME
EARLY AND GET YOUR FREE PAIR OF SUNGLASSES COURTESY OF
COORS. FREE SUNGLASSES WILL ALSO BE GIVEN TO THE FIRST
100 FANS AT THE WOMEN’S BASKETBALL GAME ON SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY 3RD AT 2:00 PM WHEN THE SPARTAN WOMEN HOST THE
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC. THE FUTURE’S SO BRIGHT...WE
GOTTA WEAR SHADES.

Phone
(I’ 10

’

The team suffered a letdown before
Saturday’s 78-71 loss to UOP. Young

WM,
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Krah blames awful defense
for Spartans’ recent loss

Daily File Photo
1% omens’ gymnastics

Spartans
optimistic
about
season
By Mike. Moeller
Daily staff writer
With the addition of four new
members, plus the return of three
out the top four starters, the
women’s gymnastics team is
looking for this season to be their
best. The women’s team began
their season Ise placing second in
their first meet in January, defeating the University of California at
Davis but losing to California
Polytechnic University at San
Luis Obispo
"The first meet was very
rough on the members, hut now
they have the next two weeks otT
to rest and practice up for the rest
of the season," said Head Coach
Jackie Walker.
"It also gave the members a
chance to see if their routines are
what they want to do for the rest
of the season," Walker said.
"We have a lot of potential
this season. My goal is complete
24 out of 24 events successfully
in each meet. If we can do that
without any major errors, then
the girls have given it their best."
she said.
According to Walker. freshman Jodi Solid and freshman
Katy Burke. will give the Spartans added depth and will push
the returning starters to improve.
"This was the first time that
we had a chance to see Katy
compete in a real meet, and she
really showed us her ability by
being consistant in all of her
events." said Walker.
Two of the returning starters,
Kriss Miller and Cheryl Sanwo,
qualified for the NCAA Regional
tournament last season and will
give the team the leadership that
is needs according to Walker.
Miller set several school records with her perfomiance last
season on the balance beam, the
uneven bars, and the vault.
This season however, record
scores may he a little harder to
achieve than in the past. According to Walker, every four years.
the scoring for events is updated
and changed. This happens a year
after the Olympics are over.
been
has
"The criteria
changed this season. The scoring
has changed in regards to the
points given out for difficult routines. But I don’t think that this
will slop us from setting a few records this season." said Walker.
During Winter break, the team
only had ten days off before they
were back and practicing for the
upcoming season. Walker says
that she can see a lot of impmvement in the team members
from last season.
"Both Mercer McCklland and
Nikki Hawkins returned this season in better shape than ever. A
lot of the girls worked out even
during their time on. I think that
this team has quite a hit potential
to finish better than ever." stated
Walker."

kands Robertson
Daily ma writer
Despite scoring their second -highest
point total this season, the SJM ’ wiimmmc’rm’s basketball team lost to San Diego
State 144-74 Saturday Jan. 20. SJSU entered the game eighth in the Big West
The Spartans (3-13. 1-6) lost the
game because of their poor defense
according to head coach Tina Krah.
"We played probably our worst defensive game ot the year." Krah said.
"I think anyone can shoot a high percentage when we lease things so wide
open.’
’fhe Aztecs did just that.
They shot a remarkable 69 percent
from the field. Julie Esans led the was
for the Aztec’s with 31 points, including
13 of 17 from the field.
Evans, who came into the game averaging 19.6 points per game, scored
mostly on outside jump shots. San
Diego State ran plays designed to create
shots for Evans, and the Spartans were
never able to find the right defense to
stop her.
"The whole team was kind of out of
sync defensively," said Spartan senior
forward Lora Alexander.
Alexander was tile of the bright spots
for SJSU. She scored 25 points in the
game, well above her 16-point average.
She did most of her scoring inside on
layups and short jumpers. When she
didn’t score, she was often fouled. Alexander made 11 out of 12 free throw
attempts during the garlic.
"She’s been getting better." said
Krah. "She’s a good player, but people
are all double-teaming her and the rest
have to pick up the slack."
Some of the offensive burden was
taken by sophomore forward Kim
Skaggs. She helped SJSU take an early
17-10 lead by hitting three consecutive
outside shots. She finished the game
with 14 points.
Leading 38-34 at halftime. the Aztecs
went on a 10-2 scoring run to begin the
second half. The burst by the Aztecs
broke the game open, and the Spartans
were never able to overcome the deficit.
The decisive run by the Aztecs was
led by Evans and forward Lori Lollis.
Lillis complemented Evans’ outside
game with a gritty performance inside.
Lollis made eight of.,12 field goal at -

the 49ers are a young team, with 6-4
enter Angthque Lee being the lone senior However, there are plenty of play-

SPARTAN

SPORTS
the ’Witt

ICIllitts If ttill

ers on the roster with extensive colk2late experience such as junior forwards
Penny Moore and Dana Wilkerson.
Moore averaged 6.8 points and 3.8 re
hounds last year. while Wilkerson aver-

In

tans were unable to deny her the ball on
the loss post. and I ollis kept iflaking the
shots.
Late in the game. the Spartans made
a comeback to come within seven points
at 71-64 Guards LaTasha Cause) and
Jodi Page fueled the comehria by hitting three three -pointers. two by Causey
and one by Page. However. the Aztecs’
lead was too great and the comeback

aged 9.7 points and 3.2 assists per
game
The Spanans were 0-2 against Long
Beach last season, suffering losses of
113-72 and 111-59.
UNLV is ranked eighth, hut holds the
lead in the Big West with an 8-0 record.
John i ynn

The Rebels were 27-7 overall last year
with a 13-5 league record, good for second place in the Big West.

Next for SJSU are road games at
Long Beach State and UNLV.
’We are not going to beat Long
Long Beach, 11-4 overall and ranked
No. 6, dropped a 105-91 decision in Beach and UNLV...they’re in the top
No. 2 Stanford Tuesday night. The 10 in the nation," said Krah. "We have
49ers turned in an outstanding perfor- Iii be realistic. Every game we go into,
mance against the Cardinal, despite the
losses of four starters and two-thirds of we have to accomplish something. We
last years NCAA leading 89.3 points have to get better. 11 we take a loss, then
we have to learn from it."
per game scoring average.

Rogers

I

stall photograor

Jodi Pirgt
’es the ball up court as Fresno State’s Sim
tries to rtt ries e it. The Spartans lost the Jan. 18 contest 72-57

Srtifset I.

LAST
CHANCE...

...to apply for an 11-mondi paid public service
fellowship that may change your life. If you will be
a college graduate by October 1990...

...call

wwwni.

1-800776-1761.
Assembly
Fellowship Program
CALIFORNIA STATE
LEGISIATURE

TWO PIZZA

THE DOUBLE.

STUDENT
UNION

FOOD SERVICES
UNION
DELI
STATION
SALAD
ONE SWEET STREET
CACTUS CAFE
ORIENT EXPRESS
ENTREES AND MORE
GRILL
UNION

,....--%

..1.

CONNECTION
FOOD SERVICES
ROOST
THE
ESPRESSO ENCOUNTER
SPARTAN BAKERY
PUB
SPARTAN
UNIVERSITY ROOM

CATERING
7>e4rek,-0-73

SERVICES

COMM1 M

SPARTAN SHOPS
FOOD SERVICE
IS NOW
ACCEPTING

2 PIZ
1 TOPPING

10"

EMPLOYMENT
APPLICATIONS

Call
Domino’s Pizza
Now and Save.

298-3030
576 -BE. Santa Clara St
San Jose

84
ON

Coca-Colafi
available in
12oz cans.

TWO MEDIUM
ORIGINAL STYLE
PIZZAS EACH WITH
ONE TOPPING
FOR ONLY

$10.9

Additional toppings available
Tax not included. No coupon
necessary Offer expires 2/8/90
SAFE, FRIENDLY,
FREE DELIVERY!
Valid at these
4, locations only
Not valid vain any other our, Prices may vary Ctontorner
Paty. NAN no 00MOpeicable.Oo. &Nora am not
ops.90.,32A
Loanalt.ted tor Istle doltvenes

Limited delivery area
to ensure sate driving
Our drivers carry less
than $20 00.
C ; 990 Damn s Pizza, Inc

BUILD YOUR
OWN PIZZA!

$8.99
Order a medium Original style
Domino’s Pizza with as many
toppings as you want for only $8 91
with this coupon Tax not included
One coupon per pizza. Coupon
required Offer expires 2/8/90
SAFE, FRIENDLY,
FREEDELIVERY1
Valid at these
locations only
valtd valn any othor oiler %cos may smry Ctollorne r
is, n.noye apply.abla Our dr Nara ara not
Ly.nantatt lor sir delverma
OM -961321i

FLEXIBLE
<>HOURS <>
<> ON CAMPUS <>
SPARTAN SHOPS
<> DISCOUNTS <>

<>$4.78 - $6.93<>
APPLICATIONS AVAILARLE
AT ALL SPARTAN SHOPS FOOD SERVICE REGISTERS.
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San Jose computer hackers arrested

Court dismisses
charges against
assemblyman
SACRAMENTO 1,APi - Anoi
lies General John Van de Kamp is

Authorities search for nngleader
\l

I

of conspiring (ii break Into All
Anig computer ix-twilit and the phone
ssstem surrendered and were freed
$10(1.0011 bonds
Sleatittrite. the hunt goes on tot
Kes in Piallsen.
fornrer SRI Interna
mina! computer *hi/ believed to he the
ringleader
Suitt:oft Valk s cowaxner expens
Mark K. !Atilt*. 25. and Robert E (iilligan, I turned themselses riser to au
[borates fuei.day and appeared before
tS 1)istrici Court Magistrate Patni:ia
frunibull
Colligiut. of Sari Eranciscii and lAa
kit, 25. of Menlo Park did not enter

VAII.W1.1

torgery indictment against Orange
County Assemblynum John I ew is.

asking the I egislature tir change Gal saying T’.ditornia’s !urgers statute
ilonnas forgers lass hecause an ar applies onls to cases in Vl hleh prop
pelt:roe court dismissed the indict ens or mimes is at stake
mein of J state assenthlyinan on
The 56 -sear -old Republican de,
prom’s that the current law doesn’t
appls ii political letters
wnhed the ruling as a vindication.
A three Ridge panel of the lid and repeated his contention that he
hstr it I (’nun ordered unanimously %US singled out for prosecution hs
Itiesdas the dismissal ot a Molds the I kmocratic attorney general.

Ole....

II IIIC

I.e.:1111C

11111111,1111 ci.

toed innocent pica, lot them and Or
IIA 010 return to court Jan. 31
Last known to he living in Southern
Poulsen has not been Seen
for some time hut authorities are contin-

dered the

tiong to "persevere" in an Mon to locate 111111. assistant I S. attorney Rohen

nent’s lass cult ircement reCrird
At a !ICUs Cl/Illelellee liner.

Stale Al

ieneral Van de Kamp. a Demo
am, posed a MI 2511 mug shots of aim
mats he or his office had prosecuted or
helped hr ci HOWL fie called Wilson a
’’drugstore cowhoy’ on the ernne
10111eV

prosecuted a case
or sent someone to Death Row... said
Van the Kamp
Isr in. the Republican I!.S. seriatimtioni ( Altoona alto is sinualls assured
ril a motile his pans ’s nomination for

sive dunng the effort to make rational- changes to Californias criminal
’make ssstein over the last decade.
Wilson charged that California has
Lillen into a "distinct minority of states
Iris log dangerously lenient cnminal
lasts." although he said Republican

Wilson said as
governor he would
propose legislation
requiring all
challenges to
convictions and
sentences to be filed
within a few months
after completion of
appellate review.

because of voters’ demands.
Van the Kamp denounced those
charges as "political dreck." calling

governor. was surrounded by 15 district
attorneys when he spoke with reporters.
During his speech. Wilson accused
the attorney. general of having been
"missing in action" and "unrespom

Wilson’s portrayal of him as a "caricature.
\ an de Kamp earlier unveiled an intnatise fOr the November ballot that
ss, in Id raise $1.76 billion over eight
sears. mostly for city and county law
enh ’icemen! agencies.

"I le ’s IleSer even

George Deukmejian was "entirely
exempt" Inuit responsibility.
Wilson also accused Van de Kamp of

Guy,

having a conflict of interest on the death
penalty. which Van de Kamp privately
opposes hut has promised to carry out

K Crosse said
lAator and Gilligan were represented counts
hi, San Francisco lawyer. Ruben Bur.
Poulsen faces up to 37 years in prison
mender and William Weinet
if cons icted The other two suspects
Weiner said alter ’Tuesday ’s hearing face 20 sears each if found guilts 01 the
that his client was not a flight risk" charges against them
and that Gilligan had made himself
lagtor works for SRI Intematoonal
as adahle to kical. state and federal poMicrolice during the Lourse of the two-year and Gilligan arias lirr Suit

investigatiout.
in a 19-count indictment iniscalcd last

manager Arthur Jensen who appealed
beliire the Las Public Utilities Commis
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"THE MOST ADVENTUROUS AND ARRESTING FILMMAKER
TO SURFACE IN THE AMERICAN CINEMA THIS DECADE.
Blilliantly Funny and Subtle.. .Thoroughly Satisfying, a Delight.
I Can’t Imagine it Won’t be on the Ten Best List at the End of the Year’
Vincent Canby,

NEW YORK TIMES
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The Best Prices on Delicious Pizzas.
LISTEN TO KSIS 90.7 FM FOR TICKET GIVEAWAYS!

arande Pizzaria 8e Cafe
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Officials s,ad details 01 the contin
genii’s program have not been worked
out and added they would not he
adopted without public hearings.
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IBM Personal System/2

Promotional Specials

IBM PS/2
lIlItilllIlI

SJSU Students...
Second Semester Basketball
Season Ticket Mini Packs
Student Price Just $17.
Save $7.
Jan. 25 vs NEW MEXICO STATE

CL/IMACE

Until February 15,1990, you can still get pre-configured IBM PS/2’ personal computer
packages at special savings! Call your local IBM Education Program Coordinator at
Photo & Sound Company for full details on ordering.
,,,fionition al IMP RAM, 2OMB Fixed Disk (order #(179209)

offer expires Feb. 16, 1990
Not valid with any other promotion.
150 E. San Carlos (on corner of 4th st.
292-2840

Nato-.

San Carlos
998.3300

2nd G

..CV10-41."Th

For take-out orders only.
$1.00 off small pizza
$1.50 off medium pizza
$2.00 off large or extra
large pizza

New Full Bar.
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up other programs that call for sas mg

#2

$2,299

Model 10 286

IMP
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10MB

Fixed Disk (order tr6179210/

$2,799
IBM PS/2 Model 507
r
2Mli RAM sOMB Fixed Disk (order Viii
,olfwurallori # ;
$3,499

IBM PS/2 Model 55/S \

45411 14AM,

olifiguralhot #4

n)lMLi Fixed Disk (order

IBM PS/2 Model 70-L61
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"As far as techniques. you can see
this started out as a burglars." said FBI
Agent William Smith. "That’s what we
have: burglars SX110 Cattle upon equip
ment that allowed them to go lie raid
the common collie of burglar)

l’0111Sell, a !twiner SRI worker whir us
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fiches ed to has e fled Ill I

Buy one of greater or equal value and
get the second FREE.
Offer good for regular sandwich only.
valid Jan 25&26
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"a poiermalet
si
the warning came Tuesday From

when police hound telephone equipment
belonging to Pacific Bell in a storage
kicker rented hs Punkin’

sle111, Of MirtIlltalll Vie%

The Comprehensive Chine and Drug
Reduction Act of 1990 also would raise
$740 million to build desert modular
prisons for drug offenders.
He said the money would come hs
closing 10 state tax loopholes exploited
by corporations and could hire more
than 2.400 police officers and boost the
capacity of drug and alcohol treatment
programs by 44) percent.
His measure also would incorporate
nearly verbatim a "speedy trial" initia
live scheduled tor the June ballot.
Wilson also proposed mandato’,
II uluilunutnu sentences and denial of hail m
state courts fOr major drug traffickers.

Are you a new student
Residents r
to SJSU?
asked to cut
Blimpie’s would like to welcome you!
Come by and receive a FREE SANDWICH.
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1.ranciscin. the largest Water still:
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In a telephone
hookup to
demonstrators
across from the
White House, Bush
spoke Monday "of
the self-evident
moral superiority of
adoption over
abortion.
cause ot a Supreme Court ruling last
summer In a Missouri case that gave
states greater latitude to impose restrictions on abortion.
The decision in Webster vs. Reproductive Health Services upheld Missouris law banning abortions in public hospitals
and
stopped
government
employees from counseling women
about abortions. It also required doctors
performing abortions to first test any
fetus over 20 weeks old to determine if
it could live outside the womb.
It also led to speculation the high
court would overturn Roe vs. Wade.
In rallies Monday from Spokane.
Wash., to Boston, foes and supporters

ing after it had been renovated, hut
those plans have apparently been
stopped, according to Hill.
"There are no plans that have the police department moving into the new
building." he said. -Everything is in
the preliminary stages right now."
However, Alan Freeman, director of
Space Management at SJSU said the
building will he used as a temporary facility that may accomidate the UPI).
"We are trying to make the most of
the building and the space we have and
possibly move some UPI) offices, the
campus graphics office and some facility and development offices," Freeman said.
Freeman emphasized that there are no

definite plans about what the building
will he used for. and discussions are still
going on.
"All of our plans are in the discussion stage right now. hut our lonerange plans may call or the demolition
of the building and setting up an administration service building," he said.
Freeman said the university will be
submitting a five-year capital outlay
plan to the CSU chancellor’s office
which includes plans on the new administration set-vice building.
"The funds would probably come
from the public works funds in the CSU
which could he allocated in 1994-95
and construction would begin in 199596," he said.

,

Bus

The new building would possibly
house the UPD. faculty offices and
classrooms.
Until then, two large classrooms may
be located in the church on the first floor
as well as the basement on a temporary
basis.
The church has been undergoing
many renovations since its purchase by
Spartan Shops. These include asbestos
removal, installing handicapped access
points and repairing the roof.
However, Freeman said extensive
renovation probably won’t happen.
"We don’t want to spend too much
money on renovation if we tear the
building down in a few years and we’re
trying to utilize it the best we can."

0,

From page 1

will consider offers from private bus
companies for the line.
"If Peerless comes in with an overwhelmingly attractive hid ... it may be
that we contract with Peerless to do it,"
he said.
Peerless officials have complained
before that they can’t compete with the
counties’ subsidized services. Peerless
charges $4.05 for a fart from Scotts

Valley to downtown San Jose. The
counties charge $2 for the same route.
The bus route costs about $13(11) a
day to operate. according to a Santa
Cara County Transit official. An average of 100 commuters currently use the
service each day, hut that number is expected to double once classes begin.
Santa Clara County pays for 65 percent of the costs, providing the money

for the operation, while Santa Ow pa).
for its share with buses and other equipment.
There are 16 southbound and Ill
northbound buses which run each day
between Santa’s Village and the San
Jose CalTrain station. Route information can he obtained from Santa Clara
County Transit.
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State studies self-esteem
Task force finds self-respect
reduces crime, drug abuse
sAcRAMLN
i AP)C. ’alibi
nia’s self-esteem task force, scorned at
its inception three years ago, recommends more parenting courses, smaller
school classes and pro-family worksite

nanc), shild abuse. arum,: well are dependency and educational failure."
"Self-esteem is that factor, that quality, that component that strengthens us
to be less vulnerable to ’social diseases,"
policies.
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, DThe task force Tuesday presented its San Jose, the author of the hill that crefinal 144-page report to Gov. George ated the task lOrce, said at a Capitol
Deukmejian and the Legislature and news conference.
made nearly tOur dozen specific suggesHe said the 24 task force members, a
tions on improving self-esteem to pre- diverse cross-section of Californians.
vent social problems.
"have brought the matter of self-esteem
The report compan.%1 self-esteem to a from a matter of ridicule to a subject of
"social vaccine, something that em- respect.
powers us to live responsibly and that
Twenty-three of the members signed
inoculates us against the lures of crime, the report. The 24th, David Shannahoffviolence, substance abuse, teen meg- Khalsa of Del Mar, called the report

Call (108)984-5203 today’

"incredibly superficial and naive.
Shannaholf-Khalsa, a research 56 IcIl
tist for the Khalsa Foundation for Medical Research and adviser to the National
Research Council. said later in a telephone interview, "There are thousands
of studies. 5010 to 10.000 studies ...
hut the linkage of a lack of self-esteem
and social problems is mixed, insignificant or absent...."
"Self-esteem ... cannot he administered, injected, or given to anyone. It is
a byproduct no more central to living
than happiness or dignity. This elusive
term ... is being promoted as a universal
remedy for a society that is becoming
increasingly complex and disfunctio
nal...."
Vasconcellos created the task force
because: as chaimian of the budget writing Ways and Means Committee.
he saw much of the state’s budget goint
to repair Californians with problems.

Government commission
undecided on "funeral rule"
WASHINGTON (Al’)
Jeanie
Karklin says she saved $1,500 on her
mother’s funeral because a federal rule
required the funeral director to give her
an itemized price list. She calls the rule
"a godsend."
The same rule required funeral director Timothy Simms to hand a price list
to the parents of a 4-year-old boy killed
in a car accident. Simms felt it was "a
tasteless thing to do" in the hospital
emergency room.
Six years after it took effect, the socalled "funeral rule" is under review by
the Federal Trade Commission, and
consumers and the funeral industry are
I lit on whether it should he renewed or
repealed. The review began in May
1910) and FTC staff recommendations
are expected this spring.
Consumer groups want the rule
strengthened, arguing it gives people
important information to help them
make one of the biggest purchases of
their lives at a time of stress and bereavement. "It costs next to nothing,
provides a great deal of consumer information and may have led to prices going
down.- said Lee Norrgard of the American Association of Retired Persons.
The nation’s largest association of funeral directors, meanwhile, says the rule
unnecessarily regulates day-to-day business practices, increases costs and hin-

ders luneral directors’ ability to serse
grieving customers sensitively.
"The rule has placed an undeserved
and unwarranted stigma on the nation’s
funeral directors as unscrupulous and
deceptive businessmen,- the National
Funeral Directors Association told the
FTC. calling for repeal.
The rule took effect in 1984 after
more than a decade of debate and investigation into funeral practices, and after
the NFDA sued unsuccessfully to block
it. But after living with it for more than
five years. some funeral directors and
smaller trade groups are amenable to retaining it.
"Our membership’s living with it
very well," said Connie Ryan, president of the Wisconsin Funeral Directors
Association and director of Ryan Funeral Home in Madison. "We haven’t had
any difficulties."
The rule requires funeral directors to
give customers an itemized price list at
the start of discussions, an itemized
final statement of costs, and to give
price information over the phone if
asked. It also lets consumers purchase
only what they want rather than packages that may include unnecessary extras, and prohibits funeral directors from
misrepresenting state requirements for
caskets for cremation or the embalming
idcorpses.

Americans each year arrange more
than 2 million funerals. With costs averaging $3,000 before burial fees, a funeral may he the third most expensive
consumer purchase after a home and a
car, according to the FTC.
When people are aware of their rights
under the rule, they are able to be more
selective in their funeral purchases,
even if they decide to spend as much
money as they would otherwise. said
Clifford Brownstein, executive director
of the Continental Association of Funeral and Memorial Societies.
The association, which represents
150 memorial societies nationwide that
help people get information and make
plans. is calling for better enforcement
of the rule and its expansion to businesses such as cemeteries and crematories.
Robert Hardin, executive director of
the NFDA. said the price disclosure requirements have hindered funeral directors, done nothing to benefit consumers
and contribute to higher prices by adding paperwork and training demands.
"The FTC’s own study disproved its
theory that consumers would spend less
and shop around more with the rule, he
said, adding that most people select a
funeral home because they had a personal experience with the home or because of its reputation.
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01 abortion ri his threatened political
retribution against politicians who disagree with them
’It will be
uning edge issue in this
year’s electims." Sen Robert Packwood. R -Ore told abortion -rights supporters in Washington.
Sarah WeOdington. the Texas lawyer
who argued for overturning abortion
laws in the Roe case, told a breakfast in
Dallas: "We are here to say we won 17
years ago today, and we will win
again."
In Atlanta. the Rev Pat Robertson,
the evangelical broadcaster who sought
the 19104 Republican presidential nomination, shared the podium with Roman
Catholic Archbishop Eugene Marino at
a rally attended by 10010 people to
urge new state restrictions.
"This nation is on trial for its soul,
and men and women and children who
believe in life had better be concerned
and had better let their voices he
heard.- Marino said.
In Dallas, Texans United for Life
urged abortion foes to send thousands of
baby rattles to lawmakers to "rattle the
conscience of Texas."
In Charlotte, N.C., a Planned Parenthood chapter set up three mobile telephones tor abortion rights advocates to
pay $3 to call Gov. Jim Martin and
Bush.
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1990

Seven Second Delay

Abortion oponents
find a new ally in Bush
AP President Bush assured 75,000
abortion opponents marching in the na
lion’s capital he was their ally. and
demonstrators on both sides held rallies
around the country on the 17th anniver
sary of Roe ss Wade.
In a telephone hookup to deinonstra,
tors across from the Vvhite House. Bush
spoke Monday
Of the self-evident
moral supenority of adoption over ahor
non,- and said he opposed the 1973 Su
pre me Court ruling that legalized abort ion .
’Ixt me assure that this president
stands with you on this issue of life,’’ he
said.
In Sacramento, Calif.. a state senator
prohibited by her bishop from receiving
Communion for her stand in favor of
abortion rights told a flag-waving rally
of MO not to he discouraged by the
president’s stand.
"We’ll get our message all the way
to the White House. where Barbara
Bush sits in quiet support.- said California Sen. Lucy Killea. "Mr. President, please, read your wife’s lips."
Mrs. Bush has refused to answer interviewers’ questions about her views
on the abortion issue, but a report in this
week’s Newsweek magazine said she
disagreed with her husband.
This year’s commemoration of Roe
vs. Wade carried special meaning be.
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San Jose State University

San Jose. California 95192-0149

k_

Nevem meimemeseenemimemmesimemens

I

=sum

Classtfled Desk Located levee WLN 102
Deadline. Two days prior to publication
consecutive publication dales only
No refunds On cancelled ads

I
I

i

_I

--Imimemeensmnownsitmomonsm mew

SPARTAN DAILY

THURSDAY JANUARY 25

1990

Service* is Our Major
Film

Developing

Service

Customer

Single Prints
C-41

Clothing
Aerobic Clothing

Balloon Bouquets

Milar $3.00

30%
OFF

Regular $.75

Jan 25th - Feb 2nd

(

12 Exposure $2.99

Agots $1.00

15 Exposure $3.99
24 Exposure $5.99
36 Exposure $7.99

General Books

Computers

1990 Calendars

Sony disks

Now $2.99

3 1/2" single disks
Reg. $1.99
Sale $.99

While supplies last

Valentine’s
Computer

Service

Mailing Packages
Special Orders such as
Books & Other Materials.
Gift Wrapping Available.
Balloon Bouquets.
Film Processing.
Rubber Stamps.
zName Plates.

5 1/4" single disks
Reg. $1.50
Sale $.79

Values to $12.95

Demo

Special

Only

Day

Sale

February

GIFTS

14,

’1990

Corn uters
Everex Hard Drives
$447.00 Emac 20 Interal
to
$1035.00 Emac 80 External
Special academic prices all year long.

You 14.NOW
caRD
ReMINDS
me a Lot
OF YOU!

IFAcEm

ONE

Infect the World
with Humor. Send
American Greetings
Studio Canis

Vp
1184 ivis

ATA Taw,

EMACW".470
Computer Bundle Sales on January 31st

4;19
AMERICAN GREETINGS
r

MasterCard

MI

\ \1. ,ottttt,,

ttrttttltt.vt, t

VISA’
INI MINI<

AMP

924 - 1800

BOOKSTORE HOURS:
MON -THURS
FRI
SAT
SUN

Jan 25, 1990 - Feb 2
7:15 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
7:15 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
’SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR’

